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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

What does this paper do?

§ Propose the Debt-Equity Spread (DES) measure, which can be
interpreted as the difference between bond and equity investors’
perception of credit risk

ñ Sign: ą 0 (ă 0), equity investors are more (less) optimistic about firms’
fundamentals than the bond investors

ñ Measurement of equity-market-implied credit spread: CreditGrades

§ Predictability & economic interpretations of DES
ñ Low-High DES: Positive stock premium, negative bond premium

ñ Consistent with mispricing interpretation (Higher DES: more negative
long-term growth forecast revisions; higher limits to arbitrage; insiders more
likely to sell their stocks)

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Hui Chen, Nicholas Chen, and Jun Li (2022) 1
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Credit risk perceived in actual bond vs. equity markets

§ Asset pricing with no arbitrage: consistent pricing of a firm’s equity and debt;
Reality: equity and debt of the same firm subject to misvaluation.

§ The authors propose a measure to capture the wedge between actual and
equity-market-implied credit risk perception / credit spread:

Debt-Equity Spread
loooooooooooomoooooooooooon

:DES

“ actual credit spread
loooooooooooomoooooooooooon

:CSD

´ equity-implied credit spread
looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon

:CDE

ñ CSD: actual bond yield - Treasury yield
ñ CSE : implied credit spread, converted from a structural model-implied bond

price (CreditGrades)
˝ ...Builds on Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1974) – Intuition: both equity

and debt can be viewed as options on the value of a firm’s assets, implying that
equity option pricing techniques can be adapted for use in assessing credit

˝ ...Differs: models are not trained on default database, instead, market database
to track credit risk in a more timely way.

§ Advantage: Utilize information from a very broad and liquid market; Allow for
flexible dimensions (firm, bond, maturity – which I will elaborate more later)
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Main findings from this paper

§ How does the DES look like?
(1) Across time: on average ą 0; spikes (1987, 2008, 2012, 2016); can go
below 0; time-varying DES dispersion across firms
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Very nice paper!
§ Clear, polished writing; strong evidence

§ Fills a much-needed knowledge gap in understanding how and why bond and
equity investors price same underlying risk differently, and can relate to various
literature beyond empirical asset pricing (i.e., including asset pricing equilibrium
models, stock-bond comovement puzzle, micro structure, etc.)

§ Incoming: Two extending thoughts (+ a finite number of small “quibbles” ⌣)

1. Is it really not a risk-based story? (links to stock-bond comovement puzzle)

2. Who is driving the results, CSD, CDE? (links to maturity-based literatures)
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Reconcile with the stock-bond comovement puzzle?

§ “Long high DES + short low DES” portfolio generates positive bond returns
˝ 1997-2000; and then GFC
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§ Alternative story under (1):

˝ High DES, bond investors are less optimistic about firm fundamentals
than equity investors;
˝˝ When a positive price of risk shock arrives to the economy, bond
investors demand a higher compensation then usual
˝ ˝ ˝ ...resulting in the sharp increase in the DES premium as in Figure 3

§ Suggestion: Try to understand this sharp increase (which companies, which
maturities, does it really not coincide with major price of risk shocks that people
document in the risk aversion or VIX literature?)
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Who is driving the results, CSD, CDE? (about maturity)

§ The paper has not a lot discussions regarding T (the maturity of bonds)

§ Below is “my” conceptual drawing of CSD and ´CSE , based on Paper’s Table 2
(DES “ CSD

´ CSE)

˝ (1) for most maturities (lower end for bonds; upper ends for equities), bond
investors demand an upward-sloping premium, whereas equity investors demand a
downward-sloping premiums
˝ (2) at different maturities, results may be driven more from one market pricing (if
so, the story becomes less of a mispricing theory between debt and equity?)
˝ (3) to consider: maturity-weighted sorting

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Hui Chen, Nicholas Chen, and Jun Li (2022) 6
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This Paper My Comments Conclusion

Minor comments

1. Figure 2: it looks like that it does not finish in December 2020 (as I would expect
an uptick in DES in 2020). Please check.

2. Figure 1: the scale of x-axis seems very large, compared to Figure 2.

3. Page 21: missing a period mark after “for the DES premium”

4. Section 2.1: explain the model in a more high-level way so that the first-time
reader won’t feel it is such a tall “wall”: what’s the difference compared to
Black-Cox, what’s the advantage (see some of my readings in the first slide).

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Hui Chen, Nicholas Chen, and Jun Li (2022) 7
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Conclusion

§ The paper is insightful, empirically convincing, and easy to follow.
Highly recommend!

§ My comments:
1. Is it really not a risk-based story? The authors should address the

well-aligned timing with stylized facts in the stock-bond comovement puzzle.

2. Who is driving the results, CSD, CDE? I strongly agree with authors’ current
approach; to make it clearer (especially given the multiple dimensions, firm,
bond, maturity), it would be great to discuss more on maturity, because I
think it will splay to your advantage in terms of links to existing literature (i.e.,
we know very well by now equity premium tends to be downward sloping etc)

Thank You!
nancy.xu@bc.edu

Discussant: Nancy R. Xu (BC) Hui Chen, Nicholas Chen, and Jun Li (2022) 8
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